Horseradish peroxidase-catalyzed aerobic oxidation and peroxidation of indole-3-acetic acid. I. Optical spectra.
A study of the indole-3-acetate reaction with horse-radish peroxidase, in the absence or presence of hydrogen peroxide, has been performed, employing rapid scan and conventional spectrophotometry. We present here the first clear spectral evidence, obtained on the millisecond time scale, indicating that at pH 5.0 and for high [enzyme/substrate] ratios peroxidase compound III is formed. Most, if not all, of the compound III is formed by oxygenation of the ferrous peroxidase. There is an inhibitory effect of superoxide dismutase and histidine on compound III formation which indicates the involvement of the active oxygen species superoxide and singlet oxygen. It is concluded that the oxidation of indole-3-acetate by horseradish peroxidase at pH 5.0 proceeds through compound III formation to the catalytically inactive forms P-670 and P-630. A reaction path in which the enzyme is directly reduced by indole-3-acetate might be involved as an initiation step. Rapid scan spectral data, which indicate differences in the formation and decay of enzyme intermediate compounds at pH 7.0, in comparison with those observed at pH 5.0, are also presented. At pH 7.0 compound II is a key intermediate in oxidation--peroxidation of substrate. Mechanisms of reactions consistent with the experimental data are proposed and discussed.